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Abstract. The Strongly Connected Components Detection Algorithm is a powerful tool for identifying
representative subsets on big communities. By means of a graph representation, smaller groups of nodes
related to each other by some particular feature can be obtained. In this work, we propose to apply this
algorithm to the Open Directory Project (ODP) graph to identify topical communities of web pages. The
challenge of this research work is to find groups of topics strongly connected to each other, which will
enable us to perform further similarity studies between web pages from ODP. We discuss some findings
observed from the application of this algorithm to the ODP graph.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Nowadays the need for information within large document repositories is very common. One
of the most frequent cases is the search for specific content on the Internet. For this particular
case, there are various search platforms that give us more or less accurate results for each
information need, such as Google1 or Bing2. There are also catalogs of websites, developed
jointly by large groups of people around the world. Such is the case of the Open Directory
Project (ODP)3, which consists of a large directory of websites organized by topics, with a
hierarchical structure. Each page that is added to the directory should be added to a topic of the
structure, and each topic can be subdivided into other topics. The aim of this work is the search
and analysis of topical communities with a high degree of cohesion. These communities may
be used in other studies as a basis for semantic similarity research in large document corpora.

The way to find these communities is the implementation of a directed graphs algorithm on
the ODP structure, which may be useful for the task of recognizing them. This algorithm is the
Strongly Connected Components Detection (SCCD) in directed graphs (Tarjan (1972)). Its ap-
plication in the large graphs determined by the hierarchical and nonhierarchical relationships of
ODP topics, may determine well-defined groups of topics that present common characteristics
and serve as a basis for further experiments.

Representing document corpora by means of graphs can be very useful for different purposes.
In Agirre et al. (2009) for example, a calculation of semantic similarity by using this concept is
shown. Also in Boldi and Vigna (2004), a work on compression and rendering of large volumes
of information on the structure of the web is carried out, and in Broder et al. (2000) various
analyzes on Internet organization and its macro-structure of connectivity are performed.

Identifying thematic communities in large volumes of information can be a starting point for
further research works. Recommendation systems, for example, can benefit from extensive use
of these communities formed in the corpora (Belkin (2000); Balabanović and Shoham (1997);
Akavipat et al. (2006)). There are also several areas of application that can benefit from the
creation of these communities, such as web crawlers (Kumar and Vig (2009); Aggarwal et al.
(2001); Chakrabarti et al. (1999)) and social networks (Schifanella et al. (2010); Lin et al.
(2009)).

The following section details the basic aspects of graph theory for introducing the algorithm
used in this work. Then the ODP project is described. After that, the process of implementing
the algorithm on the directed graph structure of the ODP is explained. Finally, we express the
respective conclusions and possible lines of inquiry to follow.

2 GRAPH THEORY

In this section we briefly explain some useful issues of graph theory and introduce the SCCD
algorithm. These concepts are the theoretical basis of this work. The communities search on
ODP that we carry out relies on these features.

2.1 Some basic concepts about graphs

A directed graph consists of a set of nodes, denoted V , and a set of edges, denoted E. Each
edge is an ordered pair of nodes (u, v) representing a directed connection from u to v. A path
from node u to node v is a sequence of edges (u, u1), (u1, u2)...(uk, v). If this set of edges

1http://www.google.com/
2http://www.bing.com/
3http://dmoz.org/
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exists we say that we can “walk” through the graph from u to v. Note that a path from u to v
does not imply a path from v to u on a directed graph.

A Strongly Connected Component (SCC) on a directed graph is a set of nodes such that for
any pair of nodes u and v in the set there is a path from u to v. A directed graph may have one
or more SCC’s. These components consist of disjoint sets of nodes of the graph. On figure 1
we can see a graph and its corresponding SCC’s. These concepts are further analyzed in Broder
et al. (2000).

Figure 1: Strongly connected components of a graph.

2.2 Strongly Connected Components Detection Algorithm

In order to identify the SCC’s of a directed graph, in Tarjan (1972) a very efficient algorithm
is proposed. It is based on another algorithm that conducts a tour through the whole nodes of
the graph. The latter algorithm is known as Depth-First Search (DFS), and consists on visiting
systematically every node. Its denomination corresponds to the fact that this algorithm starts
from one random node, selects an adjacent node, and looks for an adjacent to the last one, doing
this until there are no more adjacent nodes, or all of them were visited previously. Thus, the
mentioned algorithm prioritizes depth-first traversal rather than breadth-first traversal. Into the
implementation, DFS uses a Depth-First index (DFI) number for labeling nodes in the order
they are discovered. The pseudocode of this algorithm is:
Procedure DFST:
Input: N,E
Output: Ef (Final Edges of the DFS)

i← 1
Ef ← ∅
For every v ∈ N do: DFI(v)← 0
While exists some u ∈ N such that DFI(u) = 0 do

DFS(i, u,N,E,Ef )
Procedure DFS:

DFI(v)← i
i← i+ 1
For every node v′ adjacent to v do:
If DFI(v′) = 0
then
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Ef ← Ef ∪ {(v, v′)}
DFS(i, v′, N,E,Ef )

endif
endfor

The first procedure covers all the nodes in the graph, while the second acts while there is a
connection between a visited node and a new node. The result of this algorithm is represented
by the set Ef that represents the ordered edges that should be traversed for performing a DFS
on the graph.

The main concept of these procedures is used by the SCCD algorithm, since it traverses the
nodes in a similar way. On its implementation, SCCD proceeds labeling the nodes with two
weight numbers: DFI(v) and Q(v). The former is the one used in the DFS algorithm, and the
latter corresponds to a value of the algorithm that helps on identifying the roots of the SCC’s.
For further detail on this question, see Tarjan (1972). Next, we show the pseudocode of the
SCCD algorithm:
Procedure DFSCCG:
Input: i, v,DFI,N,E, P
Input-Output: j, CC

DFI(v)← i
Q(v)← DFI(v)
i← i+ 1
Put v in P
Stacked(v)← true
For every node v′ adjacent to v do:
If DFI(v′) = 0
then

DFSCCG(i, v′, DFI,N,E, P, j, CC)
Q(v)← min(Q(v), Q(v′))

else
If DFI(v′) < DFI(v)andStacked(v′)
then

Q(v)← min(Q(v), DFI(v′))
endif

endif
endfor
If Q(v) = DFI(v)
then
Unstack all the elements from P until reaching v
Store all the unstacked elements in CC(j), including v
Unstack v
Set Stacked(u)← false, for everynode in CC(j)
j ← j + 1
{elements strored in CC(j) make up the j − thSCC
of the graph with root v}

endif
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Procedure TCCD:
Input: N,E
Input-Output: CC

i← 1
j ← 1
P ← ∅
CC ← ∅

For every v ∈ N do:
DFI(v)← 0
Stacked(v)← false

endfor
While exists some u such that DFI(u) = 0 do:

DFSCCG(i, u,DFI,N,E, P, j, CC)
endwhile

Both algorithms implement a modified DFS that identifies SCC’s in a graph. The first tra-
verses all the connected nodes from a given node, and obtains the corresponding SCC’s. The
second algorithm looks for every node that remains unvisited after running the first one. The
result of the SCCD algorithm is the set CC which contains the node sets for every SCC found.

3 THE OPEN DIRECTORY PROJECT

There are countless websites that are visited daily by millions of people for various purposes.
The information needs of these users are varied, and seeking information on a topic would be
a very difficult task if they were not any tools such as Internet search engines or web direc-
tories, that help users on those issues. One of these directories is the ODP project (figure 2),
which is widely exploited by users and research projects. Some of the research projects men-
tioned use ODP for training and testing automatic classifiers (Biro et al. (2008); Gauch et al.
(2009)), as the starting point to collect thematic material by topical crawlers (Chakrabarti et al.
(1999); Menczer et al. (2004)), as a framework to understand the structure of content-based
communities on the Web (Chakrabarti et al. (2002)), to implement Information Retrieval evalu-
ation platforms (Beitzel et al. (2003); Maguitman et al. (2010)), to understand the evolution of
communities in P2P search (Akavipat et al. (2006)), to define hierarchically-informed keyword
weight propagation schemes (Kim and Candan (2007)) and to evaluate the emergent semantics
of social tagging (Markines et al. (2009)), among other applications.

3.1 Organizing and Representing the Directory

ODP is an open project maintained by thousands of users around the world, that catalog
pages in different areas of interest. Each one of these areas identifies a topic, and these topics are
organized into a graph structure. The nodes of this graph are the different topics of ODP, and the
edges are relations between these topics, i.e. the pages contained therein. These relationships
can be of three types:

• Hierarchical: These correspond to the main directory hierarchy, through which the site
categories are organized.
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Figure 2: Screenshot of the DMOZ ODP project site.

• Symbolic: Edges of the same level as hierarchical, intended to meet the taxonomic rela-
tionships of some alternative organization of the site. This happens because many times
we can characterize more than one topic as the immediate ancestor of the same subtopic,
which would be impossible to achieve in a purely hierarchical structure.

• “See also”: Edges that connect related topics. They have a lower significance level than
the edges of the other two classes.

An example of a portion of the ODP graph is shown in figure 3.

Figure 3: A portion of the ODP graph, showing the different kinds of links between topics.

In this graph, hierarchical links are represented by a black full line, the symbolic links with
blue stripes line, and “see also” links with an orange dotted line.

Because of the amount of web pages that exist in the directory, and as a consequence of this
the amount of present topics therein, the graph and its representation corresponding matrix are
extremely large. To represent a version of ODP, we used matrices that were close to 600.000
rows and 600.000 columns in size.
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4 SCCD ALGORITHM IMPLEMENTATION ON ODP

The implementation of SCCD algorithm on the ODP graph was carried out by using a library
developed for other purposes. Such library is a part of the Direct Method for Observability
Analysis of Chemical Plants Instrumentation Design (Ponzoni (2001)). On its application area,
the SCCD algorithm performs a rearrangement on a block of the adjacency matrix of a large
sparse system of equations. Once it is applied, the system is subdivided in assignment blocks
for obtaining the values of some variables. The library that implements the algorithm is written
in the C programming language, and is a separate package of the Direct Method mentioned
here.

4.1 Data Structures

In order to make possible the implementation of the SCCD algorithm on the ODP graph, it
was necessary to translate the associated data. This was done with a version of the ODP made
up of 600.000 topics approximately, the same one that was used in Xamena et al. (2011). The
data input format accepted by the library is a sparse representation of the digraph’s adjacency
matrix and consists of an enumeration of the nonzero elements of the matrix that represents the
digraph. In the ODP case, these nonzero elements match with the relations between topics. Each
kind of relation mentioned in the corresponding section is codified in a matrix that represents
the edges of the ODP graph. The columns and rows of that matrix correspond to the topics on
ODP, and every relation from a topic identified with a row to another topic identified with a
column is represented as a nonzero value in the respective matrix cell.

4.2 Strongly Connected Components Found

We ran the SCCD algorithm implementation mentioned above on the ODP associated data
structure. Table 1 summarizes the results obtained. There we can see the number of identified
SCC’s grouped by quantity of nodes that make up each component. For example, 12 SCC’s of
size 22 were found, and 8 SCC’s of size 25, while no SCC of size 35 was found.

The information of table 1 shows that there exists a huge strong component of size 279519.
It is quite likely to find topics within this component that should not be related. This key aspect
could mean that we have to be careful when taking into account topic relations determined by
this component, given that the nodes that make it up represent almost a half of the whole nodes
in the ODP graph.

Another interesting aspect is the existence of too many isolated nodes, each one forming a
component of one node. That could give rise to further studies on the nodes involved, in order
to determine if there is really not any possible relation to take into account among one of these
nodes and some others. The only reason because these topics are isolated is that the algorithm
did not find a cycle involving them. Otherwise, they should be a part of some other component.

As in the case of the components of one node, where just adding an edge linking a node
to another one we could include an isolated node into some SCC, if we remove a key edge
involved in the formation of a SCC it could result in the elimination of many nodes that are
included within that SCC. By observing that, we could suppose that some edges involved in
the big strong component of 279519 nodes identified in table 1 should be removed, given that
they do not add significant information about the relation between topics. If we look at the
edge types that are present in ODP, it is remarkable that the “see also” edges could be less
significant than the hierarchical and symbolic edges in terms of relation between topics, owing
to its origin. Therefore, if we withdraw the edges of this type from the ODP representation for
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Table 1: Number of Strongly Connected Components found, ordered by size.

Size Number Size Number Size Number
1 260702 21 8 46 1
2 5305 22 12 48 1
3 1524 23 5 49 1
4 632 24 7 51 1
5 381 25 8 54 1
6 225 26 1 60 1
7 167 27 3 64 1
8 98 28 3 70 1
9 70 29 4 78 1
10 77 30 4 81 1
11 43 31 4 83 2
12 48 32 2 85 1
13 28 33 2 86 1
14 31 34 1 89 2
15 25 37 1 98 1
16 18 41 2 101 1
17 12 42 1 123 1
18 12 43 1 279519 1
19 6 44 2
20 8 45 1
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Table 2: Id numbers and Roots of topics for an example SCC with a new significant relation found.

Id Complete Route
502266 Top/Computers/Software/Typesetting/TeX/Plain_TeX/Macros
155677 Top/Science/Math/Publications/Style_Files
300975 Top/Computers/Software/Typesetting/TeX/Macros
4795 Top/Computers/Software/Typesetting/TeX/LaTeX/Macros

Table 3: Id numbers and Roots of topics for an example SCC with a new significant relation found.

Id Complete Route
91990 Top/Regional/North_America/United_States/Louisiana/

Travel_and_Tourism/Travel_Services/Tour_Operators
380010 Top/Recreation/Outdoors/Guides_and_Outfitters/North_America/

United_States/Louisiana
221405 Top/Recreation/Outdoors/Hunting/Guides_and_Outfitters/North_America/

United_States/Louisiana
34931 Top/Regional/North_America/United_States/Louisiana/

Recreation_and_Sports/Fishing_and_Hunting/Guides_and_Charters

obtaining SCC’s, maybe we could get smaller components derived from the large component
identified in this work, and with more significant relations between topics.

Going deeper into the analysis of the obtained SCC’s, we can see examples of relations
that could add significance to our representation, e.g. for the implementation of a semantic
similarity measure. A case of such a relation is the one returned by the algorithm in a SCC
which involves the topics in table 2. As a consequence of obtaining that SCC, we could say
that all of these topics are related one with each other. Then, we have the existence of a re-
lation between topics 502266 (Top/Computers/Software/Typesetting/TeX/Plain_TeX/Macros)
and 155677 (Top/Science/Math/Publications/Style_Files), that does not exist in the ODP graph,
but could add significance to its model.

Although we can find new relations that keep the coherence of the model, some derived asso-
ciations between topics are not meaningful. An example of this situation is the relation derived
by the SCC depicted in 3 for topics 91990 (.../Travel_and_Tourism/Travel_Services/Tour_Operators)
and 34931 (.../Recreation_and_Sports/Fishing_and_Hunting/Guides_and_Charters). Since this
relation could be questionable, the entire SCC is not so reliable.

There is a plethora of examples like the two described above, and it suggests that some
additional work must be done with the obtained information, in order to use it for other research
purposes. Another interesting issue that requires further analysis is the frequency distribution
of the SCC’s sizes. Figure 4 sheds some light into this issue. This chart shows the number of
components obtained according to the number of nodes within each one, in logarithmic scale.
The horizontal axis represents the sizes, and the vertical axis the number of components found.
At first sight, there seems to be a relation between the number of components and their size that
could be useful to induce many conclusions. But a deep statistical analysis is required for these
purposes.
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Figure 4: Chart for the number of SCC’s found per size in number of topics.

5 CONCLUSIONS

We have implemented the Strongly Connected Components Detection Algorithm in the ODP
graph structure. The main objective of our work was to identify topical communities of interest
for further research tasks and experiments. The topical communities were efficiently obtained
by using a C library adjusted for this purpose. It is remarkable that the program arrived to
the final result, including the automatic achievement of a summary of the components found,
in less than one hour. It dealt with a data structure of 2.269.866 edges and obtained 269.504
strong components. After that, it elaborated the mentioned summary that reflects the account of
components grouped by their size.

The algorithm implementation resulted in the finding of a great number of components of
the ODP graph that were summarized in the corresponding section. Some highlights on two
representative topic groups are shown. For the first case study, the existence of a new relevant
topic relation is discovered, due to the strong component identification. For the second, it is
explained that some relations of the new topical groups may not be very relevant; hence it is
mandatory to take additional measures on those relations, in order to include only the significant
information of these groups. In other words, as expressed in Xamena et al. (2011), it is not
enough to work on structural aspects of this kind of directories only, but it would be better
to add information of the content and links between the pages contained within each topic to
enhance and weight the identified new relations.

With the attained topical communities, there are several research lines to follow. Firstly, the
SCCD algorithm could be applied to other data structures representing different information
corpora, e.g. WordNet4 or GeneOntology5. Secondly, some strong components found in this
article could be studied deeply, in order to determine the degree of relation among the involved
topics. Besides, we could get improved results by working with the data structure of this paper,
but not including the “see also” edges of the ODP directory. An additional interesting work
could be a statistical analysis of the components, following the relation between their sizes and
the quantity of components found for each. Maybe we could find a model that represents the
behavior of the SCC’s when the directory grows in size. Further experiments should be carried

4http://wordnet.princeton.edu/
5http://www.geneontology.org/
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out for validating the information achieved in this work. This will be part of our future research.
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